In an ! 1 saturated nonstandard universe a cut is an initial segment of the hyperintegers, which is closed under addition. Keisler and Leth in KL introduced, for each given cut U, a corresponding U topology on the hyperintegers by letting O beU,open if for any x 2 O there is a y greater than all the elements in U such that the interval x,y;x+y O. Let U be a cut in a hypernite time line H, which i s a h yper nite initial segment of the hyperintegers. The U,monad topology of H is the quotient topology of the U,topological space H modulo U. In this paper we answer a question of Keisler and Leth about the U,monad topologies by showing that when H is ,saturated and has cardinality , 1 if the coinitiality o f U 1 is uncountable, then the U 1 ,monad topology and the U 2 ,monad topology are homeomorphic i both U 1 and U 2 have the same coinitiality; 2 H can produce exactly three di erent U,monad topologies up to homeomorphism for those U's with countable coinitiality.
Throughout this paper we work within ! 1 saturated nonstandard universes. We let M bea nonstandard universe and N bethe set of all hyperintegers in M which contains N, the set of all standard positive integers. Let H 2 N , N; we call H = fn 2 N : n H g a h yper nite time line or a hyperline for short. We always let H bethe largest element o f H. Let a; b = fx 2 H : a x bg bean interval in H.
Let us recall that a cut in H is an initial segment of H which is closed under addition. A cut must beexternal. Let U bea cut in H. A From now o n w e always assume the hyperlines mentioned below are ,saturated and have cardinality .
Lemma 3 Let U be a cut in H such that ciU = . Then For convenience we need a notion of trees. See To for the basic notation.
Let T be any tree of height . Let H beany hyperinteger such that H h n for every n 2 N. Let U = N and V = h N , then ciU = ciV = ! 1 .
But the left end point o f U,monadH has a neighborhood of cardinality ! 1 and V ,monadH is locally ! 2 . So U,monadH is not homeomorphic to V ,monadH.
Example 2: In Ca, Chapter 4 M. Canjar constructs low-saturated !,ultrapowers of N within the model obtained by adding many random reals into a model of GCH.
In that model 2 ! = ! 1 . In his low-saturated ultrapower N , U, the union of all the skies below the top one, is ,saturated but for any H in the top sky there exists a cut W with both co nality and coinitiality ! 1 such that U W 1; H = H.
Let V be a cut in H such that ciV = ciU; V U and V 6 = U. Then V ,monadH has a closed ,saturated initial segment. But every segment o f U,monadH is not ,saturated.
So U,monadH is not ordermorphic or anti-ordermorphic to V ,monadH.
